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Foreword by the Editor

The Finite-Difference Time-Domain Method is probably the for further study, and then goes on to consider how to construct an
most popular workhorse of computational electromagnietics. How- efficient pre-conditioner for the three-dimensional case.
ever, the Finite-Difference Frequency-Domain Method receives
very little attention in our community. This month's contribution We thank the authors for this useful contribution on a less-
briefly reviews this latter method, providing some useful references known method in this field.
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Abstract
Finding a good preconditioner to solve a given sparse linear system is often considered a difficult but important task. One of
the simplest ways of defining a preconditioner is to perform an incomplete LU decomposition (ILU) of the original matrix. The
ILU factorization is considered to be an easy and inexpensive preconditioner to use. However, it fails to provide a solution of a
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sparse linear system generated from general three-dimensional problems with three unknowns. In this paper, a modified ILU

preconditioner is proposed to provide an efficient preconditioner for highly sparse matrices, especially for matrices

constructed using the Finite-Difference Frequency-Domain (FDFD) method for three-dimensional applications. It has been

proven that the proposed ILU preconditioner provides a valid solution when the classical ILU preconditioner fails. The

efficiency of the proposed ILU preconditioner is also demonstrated by the small memory requirements relative to traditional

ILU preconditioners.

Keywords: Matrix decomposition; FDTD methods; conjugate gradient methods; numerical analysis; ILU preconditioner; FDFD;

BICGSTAB: sparse matrix; three-dimensional problems

1. Introduction

F DFD has been widely used for different applications. It was

employed in modeling guided-wave structures [1-4], analyzing

switching noise in printed circuit boards [5], in addition to simu-

lating high-frequency selective surfaces [6, 71. It is well known that

the FDFD system generates complex-valued and highly sparse

matrices. The solution of these types of matrices is usually per-

formed using iterative solvers [8]. In this paper, the BI-Conjugate

STABilized (BICGSTAB) Method is used as an iterative solver

[9], since it is sometimes not feasible to solve such a system of

equations using a direct-inversion technique. Finding a good pre-

conditioner to solve such sparse linear systems is often considered

a difficult but important task. The preconditioner plays a very

important role in accelerating the convergence rate of these itera-

tive solvers. It simply transforms the original linear system into a

system that has the same solution, but is easier to solve with an

iterative solver.

One of the simplest ways of defining a preconditioner is to

perform an incomplete LU decomposition (ILU) of the original

matrix, A. This provides a decomposition of the form A =L U -R,

where L and U refer to the lower and upper triangular matrices,

respectively, and R is the residual of factorization. The TLU factori-

zation is considered to be an easy and inexpensive preconditioner

to use. The closer the preconditioning matrix generated by the ILU

factorization is to the main matrix, the fewer the number of itera-

tions will be required for the iterative solver to converge. The main

drawback of the ILU preconditioner is the large memory consump-

tion required to generate the two sparse matrices, L and U.

hin this paper, an efficient ILU preconditioner is developed

based on the coefficient matrix generated in the FDFD method for

three-dimensional electromagnetic problems. The proposed ILU

preconditioner succeeds in providing a stable and efficient solution

for such matrices, when, on the other hand, the classical ILU fails

and results in an ill-conditioned matrix, yielding an invalid solu-

tion. Furthermore, the proposed ILU preconditioner is configured

so as to use the least computer memory. Hence, the memory con-

sumption. required by the classical ILU preconditioner to generate

the two sparse L and U matrices is minimized.

2. Modified ILU Preconditiofler

Based on the FDFD scattered-field formulation, it is simple

to derive the expressions for the scattered electric and magnetic

field components [10] for three-dimensional electromagnetic

problems, resulting in six linear equations. Following the deriva-

tions presented in [10], the three scattered magnetic-field compo-

nents can easily be implemented within the expressions of the

electric field. This results in reducing the six linear equations into a
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set of three linear equations. These equations are functions of only

the unknown scattered electric-field components. The new set of

equations can be arranged in a matrix form as [A][E] =[Y], where

[A] is a (3N x N) matrix of highly sparse coefficients, and N is

the total number of nodes in the computational domain (i.e.,

N =N., x NY x NJ [E] is the unknown vector, in which the first

N elements represent the E, scattered electric-field components,

the second N elements represent the Ey scattered electric-field

components, and the third N elements represent the E, scattered

X 1

0.5
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nz =2-33988 X14

Figure 1. The sparsity pattern of matrix [A] for a 20 x 20 x 20

computational domain.
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Figure 2. The ILU preconditioninig matrix set for one unknown

problem.
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Figure 3a. The classical ILU preconditioning matrix set for a three-dimensional FDFD matrix.
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Figure 3b. The modified ILU preconditioning matrix set for a three-dimensional FDFD matrix.

electric-field components, in the computational grid. Thus, the total
size of the vector [E] is 3N. The [Y] vector is the excitation vec-

tor. The sparsity pattern of [A] can be observed as shown in Fig-
ure 1 for the example of a small computational domain of 20 x
20 x 20) nodes in the x, y, and z directions (N = 8000). The matrix
form of [A][E] =[Y] can be translated into the following:[A. A., Axz Ex]F s

Aez ey Aez ]Ezs LYz i
Finding a good preconditioner to solve the constructed sparse

linear system is considered an important task. A modified ILU pre-
conditioner is presented in this paper to speed up the convergence
rate of the iterative solver used in solving this set of liner equa-
tions. It was claimed that the traditional ILU preconditioner can
fumction properly when being used to solve problems with one

unknown variable [8], which would be the case for a two-dimen-
sional FDFD problem with one unknown scattered electric-field
component, as shown in Figure 2. But when the ILU precondi-
tioner was used to solve a three-dimensional problem, it resulted in
an ill-conditioned matrix, yielding an invalid solution. One can tie
this to the explanation presented in [8], since for a three-dimen-
sional problem, the unknown vector is a combination of the three
scattered electric-field components, as shown in [10]. Thus, for
practical three-dimensional problems, a modified TLU precondi-
tioning procedure is proposed and developed to overcome this
problem, and to provide a stable and efficient solution.

The original matrix constructed from a practical three-dimen-
sional problem consists of nine sub-matrices. This is due to the fact
that we have three unknown field components to solve for, each of
size N. Thus, the matrix size is of the order of 3N. Instead of gen-
erating a preconditioner for the original matrix, a preconditioned
sub-matrix is created for the three diagonal sub-matrices, where
three L and U matrices, each of size N, are created, as shown in
Figure 3. The six matrices -three Ls and three Us -are then used
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to construct the ILU preconditioning matrix, which is the L and U

matrix used by the iterative solver. This proposed reconfigured

preconditioning scheme, presented in this work, does not just pro-

vide a stable and efficient preconditioner for practical three-dimen-

sional problems. It also reduces the memory usage that a regular

ILU matrix construction would require, since all the off-diagonal

sub-matrices are set to zero. Hence, the drawback of the classical

ILU preconditioner in requiring additional memory to generate the

two sparse matrices, L and U, significantly diminishes when it is

replaced with the proposed l!LU preconditioning.

3. Numerical Results
Figure 4 shows a three-dimensional scattering problem, con-

sisting of a dielectric rod of relative permittivity equal to 2.2 and

relative permeability equal to 1. The dimensions of the rod are

defined in Figure 4. The dielectric rod was placed 0.5A away from

a conducting ellipsoid of semi-axis Ra = 0.6A, Rb = 0.42, and

Rc = 0.42 along the x, y, and z axes, respectively. This configura-

tion was excited by a theta-polarized plane wave with 0b' = 90' and

0'=900. A cell size of 2 cm was used in the x, y, and z directions,

leading to a total of 1,312,500 cells, with a matrix size of order

3N =3,937,500, having 48,500,892 non-zero elements. Using the

classical ILU preconditioning -assuming it will provide a valid

solution -each of the L and U matrices would consume 7.75 x10 1 2

nonzero elements from the computer memory, leading to a total of

1.55 x 1013 nonzero elements. On the other hand, the modified ILU

preconditioning proposed in this work consumed a total of

5.167>lO10 nonzero elements, providing a 67% memory saving

relative to the classical ILU preconditioning. The problem defined

in Figure 4 was simulated on a 64-bit, 3.6 GHz Xeon processor

with 8 GB RAM. A total time of 125 minutes was recorded for this

problem to run for a single frequency, without the use of any pre-

conditioning. For the same problem, a total time of 45 minutes was

recorded using the modified ILU preconditioning, achieving a total

time saving of 64%. Figure 5 shows the bistatic echo width for the

problem defined in Figure 4 for the three xy, yz, and xz plane cuts.

The same results were achieved with and without using the pro-

posed ILU preconditioning.
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Figure 5a. The bistatic echo width for the xy plane cut.
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Figure 5b. The bistatic echo width for the xz plane cut.
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Figure 4. The geometry of a dielectric rod and a conducting

sphere.
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Figure 5c. The bistatic echo width for the yz plane cut.
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4. Conclusions

A robust and efficient ILU preconditioner has been developed
for highly sparse matrices. The proposed ILU preconditioner is
used to accelerate the convergence rate of the BICGSTAB function
for practical three-dimensional problems. The modified ILU pre-
conditioner presented in this work provides fast and valid solutions
for problems generated using the FDFD, method when the classical
JLU fails. Furthermore, this proposed ILU preconditioner used
67% less computer memory relative to that used by the classical
MIU preconditioners.
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